
Welcome to White Tiger
White Tiger was created by Grandmaster Rondy McKee and is currently owned and operated by 
her long-time student, Master Michael Champitto. Grandmaster Rondy has overcome all 
potential barriers as a woman and a non-Asian to build up White Tiger as one of the most 
reputable Martial Arts schools in the world. Master Michael is committed to continuing the 
traditions of upholding the highest standards and ideals that White Tiger has come to represent.

The White Tiger “Tiger Tot” program  has been developed to introduce the basic techniques of 
Taekwondo to our youngest students, 2½ to 5 years old. Each 30-minute class focuses on the

basic principles of the martial art, offering the testng requirements broken  down into 
smaller increments that are achievable  through  step-by-step  instruction. Physical activity, life 
skills and games are combined with the basics of Martial Arts to create a fun,  energetic  class  
that aids in flexibility,  coordination,  balance and social skills that will prepare them, as they 
progress, to belt level classes, school and life  in  general. The Tiger Tots can  earn colored 
sashes as they progress through the curriculum to display their achievements.

Before your Tiger Tot begins training in the program, aTrial class is often recommended. White
Tiger will accept Tiger Tot students as young as  2½ years of age but do ask that  they meet 
following three (3) basic criteria before enrollment.

1)  Our  Instructors ask that all  students  are potty  trained (no  longer wearing  
diapers).  “Accidents”  on  the  training  mats  are very  disruptive and can be 
embarrassing to the student.

2) The  child should be able and willing  to follow  basic instruction (sit down, stand
up, turn around, etc).  Without these basics, any  further  instruction  would not be
successful.  

3) The child should be able to communicate with the Instructor of the class. This  does  
not necessarily  mean verbally, but successful interaction between student and Teacher is 
essential to Instruction.

It is also important for Parents to ask themselves what they hope their child can gain out of the  
program. The benefits of martial arts training are plentiful and Tiger Tots  are  taught at their 
own pace to develop their present capabililities and bring out their hidden potential.
The Instructors are committed  to  helping eachand every  student  improve. The  goal of the  
program, and of White Tiger as a whole,  is to provide benefits that extend beyond the walls of
the Martial Arts School. Many parents, doctors, teachers and psychologists find that Martial Arts 
improve children’s academic progress - attention span, listening skills, cooperative learning,
following directions and leadership skills are all areas of training that directly carry over to the
academic classroom. 

As a society we are becoming better educated about  the needs of children who suffer from 
ADD (Attention Deficit Disorder) and OCD (Oppositional Defiant Disorder),  not  to mention
peer pressure and alienation. A well-rounded Martial Arts curriculum can help  your child cope  
with  these problems and  develop  essential physical,  motor,  linguistic, perceptual  and social  
skills. Children  in our Tiger Tots program learn fundamental  movements that can improve their 
sense of balance and coordination. As boys and girls advance through their training, they will be 
introduced to more complex drills that will challenge and improve their ability to concentrate, 
which in turn can elevate their self-esteem. 
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FIGURE 1 White Tiger Class Schedule

A schedule of all White Tiger 
classes can be found on the 
racks which are located to the 
left of the office.

Tiger Tot classes are 
highlighted in YELLOW

The Korean language is used frequently for things that are done in every class so that 
the Students may become accustomed  to the words once they move up into belt 
level classes. Additionally, since the White Tiger community is very multicultural,a 
number of our younger Students do  not speak English as their  first  language.  
Korean helps to provide a balance as we are all learning together. 

 It is often a “half-joke” among White Tiger Instructors that by the time the Tiger Tots 
are ready to graduate to White Belt level classes, many of them generally 
understand more of  the Korean language than some of our Black Belts. Thusly,as 
you read through this manual, you  may come across words you  may be unfamiliar 
with that are commonly used in Tiger Tot classes and throughout White Tiger. These 
words will be formatted like  this: word, and a definition for these words can be found 
in Appendix A located at the back of this manual so that you too may become 
accustomed to them.  

You will  also encounter the White Tiger mascot BAEK HO (pronounced: bake-hoe), 
who will offer helpful notes along the way to help answer any questions you may
have. 
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*other Instructors may be used as needed.

Each of our Instructors has a different approach to the classes they teach. Some place more 
emphasis on respect and discipline while others tend to focus on participation and social 
interaction. It is important for the Parent(s) to realize what their child needs to get out of the 
classes they are taking and allow the Instructors to focus on those particular attributes as they 
progress. But children at this age level also learn different things at different rates. So, it is also 
important to take into consideration what the child needs to reach that ultimate goal as well.

Though you may want your child to immediately concentrate on developing the skills necessary to 
advance in to belt level classes, he or she may have difficulty with focus, authority (that is not 
Mom and Dad) or even the basic structure of the class in general and it may be more 
advantageous to concentrate on developing those skills first to get the most out of your child’s 
time at White Tiger.

All of our Tiger Tot Instructors are always willing to work with any student in their class. However, 
expecting an Instructor to teach a Tiger Tot class where the testing requirements are emphasized, 
when the Student(s) currently lack the focus necessary to follow the instruction, may only serve to 
frustrate the student and cause the Instructor to expend much of the limited time available in each 
class to keep that one particular student involved. This invariably distracts from the rest of class 
and hinders the development of all students involved. It is therefore important to discuss with our 
Instructors, early on in your child’s training, what specific skills your Tiger Tots needs to prioritize 
in class

ROMAN WRIGHT:  Master Roman began his Martial Arts training under the 
tutelage of Mister Mike in the Tiger Tot program. Roman now holds a fourth degree 
black belt in taekwondo, a first degree black belt in hapkido and is a currently working 
on obtaining a black sash in wing chun.  

AYANNA FERRELL:  Ayanna is a Senior Instructor at White Tiger and holds a third 
degree black belt in taekwondo and second degree black belt in hapkido. 
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To assist in the development of the TigerTot, there aretwo (2) levels of instruction presented in 
each class.  The  first   level  is  our  “BASIC”  instruction.  This is geared toward beginners as  
well as some  of our  shyer  and/or more focused challenged students.  It  is designed to develop 
listening and social interaction skills rather  than concentrating on the next  cycle of testing skills. 
Instructors will focus  more  on participation of the Tiger Tot by incorporating beginner taekwondo 
moves with games and even basic tumbling and gymnastics drills to get  them involved and
more comfortable with what is expected of them in class.  

The second  is our  “STRIPES” instruction which is available  to  any Tiger Tots  student.  This 
instruction will focuson the skills needed for Tiger Tots to test to the next sash level. As the Tiger 
Tots advancein classes through the two month cycle between testing dates, they can earn 
“stripes” that will be placed on their current sash (or inthe case of students that  have not yet  
earned their first sash,  their  doe-boke) to  mark  their  progress. Once  they have earned three 
(3) stripes during  the current  twomonth cycle,  they can register to test for their next sash level. 
Stripes are awardedby the Instructor and  are not  guaranteed  to be given  to every student of  
the  class as they must be deservedly earned. These stripesdo not carry over from one cycle to 
the next. 

Since new students are continually joining the Tiger Tots classes there is no set starting point at 
which we begin  their  training  in the martial arts.  Therefore, unlike Belt  level classes, the Tiger 
Tot classes are  taught  on a rotating curriculum, which means that every Tiger Tot student is  
learning  together,  the same disciplines at the same time, regardless  of  how long  they  have
been in the program.  The disciplines rotate on a monthly basis and allows for anew starting point 
each cycle. Please refer to figure  2 on the next page  of this manual for each month’s
curriculum.  

Every  two  (2) months  (during odd numbered months),  the Tiger Tots may  test to  their  
next sash level but will all test in the same discipline, outlined by the curriculum, as all other 
Tiger Tot students  regardless of rank. Sashes  earned  are  used  to  track  the progression of  
the  individual Tiger  Tot  through the  number of  cycles  they  have  successfully completed not 
by their level of mastery.  
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Lessons  begin as soon as the Student arrives at White Tiger. Students are expected to shoW 
good focus, discipline and respect at all times while on the premises. The mat area  is not a 
running track or a jungle gym.  Any shoes or personal items are not to be left in the spectator 
area or on the floor of  the doe-jahng as students enter  their class. Tiger  Tots are  
encouraged  to  store  these  items  in the cubbies  provided  near the front desk or be given 
to their parents to hold while attending class. 

Tiger Tot Students are expected to be ready to enter class once the Instructor takes the floor. 
This means that they are waiting in the spectator area with  their doe-bokes on, shoes  off 
and all necessitates  (food,  drink,  bathroom) already  handled. The Instructor will hold class  
for one (1) minute beyond the posted start time  of  the class to  allow  all Students  to  enter. 
Once class  has  begun, no interruption of the class, including late entry, should be allowed 
with an acknowledgement from the Instructor. If a Tiger Tot arrives after the start of theclass 
it is expected that the Parents of that Student will respect the integrity of the class in progress 
and wait until the Instructor acknowledges be for their Tiger Tot  to enter. It is  the responsibility 
of the Tiger Tot  to be  ready  for  class, have good focus and try their best. It is the 
responsibility of the Parent(s) to be on- =me. 
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Tiger Tots will enter  the  doe-jahng  in an organized  and  appropriate  manner, showing 
respect and bowing to the flags upon coming on to the red mats,and then be seated on the 
mats in a predetermined location with  their legs in a crisscross  fashion and  their hands on 
their lap. If a student does not enter the doe-jahng in a respectful manner, the Instructor may 
ask them to come back out of the room and to “try again”.  

Tiger Tots classes will usually begin with a brief reminder or our rules and a discussion of the “Black 
Belt Life Skill”. There are obviously many rules to follow in class, but for Tiger Tots, they can be 
broken down simply into two.
#1 - SHOW YOUR BEST FOCUS
There are three kinds of focus we need to have in class…
EYE FOCUS - we need to be looking at who is talking to us and what we are doing.
BODY FOCUS - there are no wiggles in our body. We control our movements.
MIND FOCUS - we need to think about what we are doing. When in taekwondo class, we are thinking 
about doing taekwondo.

#2 - TRY YOUR BEST
We don’t need to be perfect, but we should be trying to better with each move than when we did it 
the last time. 

Unlike  in Belt classes where the skills are changed weekly, Tiger Tots skills are emphasized on a 
monthly basis as shown below.
    MONTH CHARACTER LIFE SKILL

JANUARY POOMSAE (SNAKE) PERSEVERANCE
FEBRUARY CAGY (RAT) COORDINATION
MARCH FIREBALL (DRAGON) FOCUS
APRIL ARIEL (HORSE) AGILITY
MAY ROARY (TIGER) RESPONSIBILITY
JUNE NIMBA-A-L (SHEEP) KNOWLEDGE
JULY COCK-A-DOODLE (ROOSTER) CONCENTRATION
AUGUST SPARRIE (MONKEY) SELF-CONTROL
SEPTEMBER SNEAKIE (RABBIT) SELF-DEFENSE
OCTOBER DODGER (OX) DISCIPLINE
NOVEMBER BORDER (BOAR) BALANCE
DECEMBER RUNNER (DOG) RESPECT

All lessons discussed with the Tiger Tots in class will relate back to the Life Skill for that month. 
Tiger Tots are continually asked what the current life skill they are learning is to  ensure that they are 
paying attention to what the Instructor of the class is telling them.  They may also be asked to 
provide examples of how they follow these life skills in  class  or at home so as to ensure their 
understanding and what is expected of them. Skills that have been  taught  in  previous  months will 
also be asked about to  ensure that  the students do not forget about these skills once the character 
has been changed. 
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The stripes  that are  needed  to be obtained  in  order  to  participate in the  upcoming  testing  
for the next sash level can be earned in all classes. Tiger Tots who attend these classes are
not guaranteed to earn the three stripes necessary to  test during any particular cycle. Even if
the Tiger Tot has tested previously, they may not  learn the current cycle’s curriculum well 
enough to test this time around. This isnormal,  and perfectly  acceptable. The Instructors 
would  rather  the student  learn  at  their  own  pace and hold them back from testing than to
send them out in front of a large group of people to be judged on what they may not be 
confident in performing. A bad testing can be humiliating for a student at any age level and
hard to overcome emotionally. So it is important to us that wenot force any Tiger Tot into a
situation they may not be ready for.  

Once a Tiger Tot has earned  the necessary  three  (3)  stripes, they can  obtain a testing  
application (figure 3) from the Instructor of the class or from the front office. There is a $25  
application fee  for Tiger Tot  testing.  This  fee  helps  to pay for Judges at Testing, processing
of documentation and the sashes, which are handmade at White Tiger. These applications must 
be submitted to the front office by no later than 7:30pm on the  Thursday  before the scheduled 
testing date.  There  will be an additional  fee for any  applications turned in late.  
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APPENDIX A:  korean terminology 
Words in highlighted and in bold are used often in Tiger Tots classes and should eventually be 
understood by all Students. The rest may be used occasionally, but are generally listed here 
just for fun.



APPENDIX B:  self-defense
The following is an outline of the five (5) self-defense techniques we will be teaching in 
September


